Index

For the reader’s ease of use, index entries are listed without the “TD” designation that is a part of the trademarked name of each TD indicator. This omission in no way is meant to imply that the name is to be used elsewhere without its full, trademarked appellation.

Absolute Retracement
  for functions other than price, 113–114
  settings, recommended, 110
Aggressive Sequential, 58
Alignment
  composite indicator, to produce the, 142
  formula for, 141
  overview of, 141
  settings, recommended, 142–143
Anti-Differential
  down arrow, conditions necessary to produce, 170
  up arrow, conditions necessary to produce, 169–170
Aspen Graphics, 181

Bearish Price Flip, 2
Bentley, Roderick, 185
BKX Index (KBW Bank Index), 179

Bloomberg Professional service
  applications specialists, contacting, 183, 185
  TD Chat, 181, 183
  TD Cursor Commentary, 181, 182
  TD D-Wave terminal setting, 87
  TD Propulsion terminal setting, 122
  TD Re-Search (TDRS), 181–183, 185
  TD Sequential terminal setting, 11
  “Thursday Night Technicals” session, 43
Bullish Price Flip, 4
Buy Countdown, Combo
  less-strict version, requirements for, 61
  long position, entering a, 62
  overview of, 60
  risk management for, 62
  Sequential Buy Countdown compared to, 60
  strict version, requirements for, 60
Buy Countdown, Sequential
Camouflage, requirements for, 25
Cancellation Qualifier I, 21–22
Cancellation Qualifier II, 22
Clop, requirements for, 25
Clopwin, requirements for, 26
Combo Buy Countdown
compared to, 60
completing, 19–20
frequently asked questions, 28–29
initiating, 17–18
long position, entering a, 24–26
Open, requirements for, 26
Recycle Qualifier, 22–23
risk management for, 26–27
termination count for, 26–27
Trap, requirements for, 26
validation requirements of, 29, 31
Buy Setup, Combo
overview of, 59
requirements for, 60
Buy Setup, Sequential
Aggressive Sequential, using, 58
interruption of, 4
overview of, 3
Perl’s rules for, 13
risk management for, 14
“perfection” of, 9, 11–12
trading using, 12–14
Camouflage
Buy Countdown requirements for, 25
Sell Countdown requirements for, 37
Cancellation Qualifier
Buy Countdown condition I, 21–22
Buy Countdown condition II, 22
Sell Countdown condition I, 34–35
Sell Countdown condition II, 35
Channels
to calculate Channel I, 161–162
to calculate Channel II, 162
DeMark and, 162
overview of, 160–161
Clop
Buy Countdown requirements for, 25
Sell Countdown requirements for, 38
Clopwin
Buy Countdown requirements for, 26
Sell Countdown requirements for, 38
Combo
Countdown, 60–65
overview of, 59
settings, recommended, 66–67
Setup, 59–60, 62
Countdown, Combo
Buy, 60–62
Sell, 63–65
Countdown, Sequential
Buy, 17–29, 31, 60
frequently asked questions, 47, 49–52
optimal numbers for, 47, 49
Sell, 31, 33–41, 63–64
Setup versus, 17–20
CQG, 181, 185
Demand Lines
break, calculating the objective for, 96–97
downsise violation, determining objective for qualified, 96–97
overview of, 92
qualifier condition 1, 94–95
qualifier condition 2, 95
qualifier condition 3, 96
short position, exiting a, 97
Demand Points, 92–93, 101
DeMark, Nancy, 47
DeMark, Tom
continuing development of indicators, 182
DeMark on Day Trading Options, 181
duration analysis and, 126–127
DeMarker I
buy, other conditions necessary for prospective, 134
denominator, to arrive at the, 133
formula for, 133
numerator, to arrive at the, 133
overview of, 133
sell, other conditions necessary for prospective, 135
settings, recommended, 135
DeMarker II
denominator, to arrive at the, 136–137
numerator, to arrive at the, 136
overview of, 135
settings, recommended, 137
DeMark on Day Trading Options (DeMark), 181

Differential
down arrow, conditions necessary to produce, 166
overview of, 165
up arrow, conditions necessary to produce, 165
divergence, bearish versus bullish, 126
Dow, Charles, 70
Dow Theory, Elliott wave theory compared to, 70–73
duration analysis, DeMark and, 126–127
D-Wave
advantages of using, 87–88
bear market price projections, 80, 82–83
Bloomberg terminal setting, 87
bull market price projections, 78, 80
calculating projections, 78, 80, 82–83
closing prices, using, 82
DeMark and, 69, 70, 73–74, 80, 82–83
downtrend, additional qualifiers for, 77
Elliott wave theory and, 69–70, 73–78
frequently asked questions, 83–84, 86–89
overview of, 69
Relative Strength Index and, 83–84, 86
settings, recommended, 89–90
trading using, 86–87
uptrend, additional qualifiers for, 76–77
D-Wave 1
bull market price projections, 78
requirements for, 74
D-Wave 2
bear market price projections, 82
bull market price projections, 78
requirements for, 74
D-Wave 3
bull market price projections, 78
requirements for, 74–75
D-Wave 4
bull market price projections, 78, 80
requirements for, 75

Markets Advisory, 183
New Market Timing Techniques, 181
New Science of Technical Analysis, The, 69, 171, 181
TD Channels and, 162
TD Chat (Bloomberg) and, 181
TD D-Wave and, 69, 70, 73–74, 80, 82–83
TD Lines and, 91, 93–94, 96
TD Moving Average I and, 145
TD Moving Average II and, 145
TD Points and, 91
TD Pressure and, 137–139
TD Range Expansion Breakout (TD REBO) and, 159
TD Range Expansion Index (TD REI) and, 127, 129
TD Range Projection and, 153, 155
TD Re-Search (TDRS) (Bloomberg) and, 185
TD Retracements and, 103, 105, 107, 109, 111–113
TD Sequential and, 1, 12, 14, 20, 25, 26, 28, 33, 36, 47, 48
TD Tolerance Level and, 155
TD Trend Factor and, 115
TD Waldo Patterns and, 171

DeMarker I
buy, other conditions necessary for prospective, 134
denominator, to arrive at the, 133
formula for, 133
numerator, to arrive at the, 133
overview of, 133
sell, other conditions necessary for prospective, 135
settings, recommended, 135
DeMarker II
denominator, to arrive at the, 136–137
numerator, to arrive at the, 136
overview of, 135
settings, recommended, 137

DeMark on Day Trading Options (DeMark), 181

Differential
down arrow, conditions necessary to produce, 166
overview of, 165
up arrow, conditions necessary to produce, 165
divergence, bearish versus bullish, 126
Dow, Charles, 70
Dow Theory, Elliott wave theory compared to, 70–73
duration analysis, DeMark and, 126–127
D-Wave
advantages of using, 87–88
bear market price projections, 80, 82–83
Bloomberg terminal setting, 87
bull market price projections, 78, 80
calculating projections, 78, 80, 82–83
closing prices, using, 82
DeMark and, 69, 70, 73–74, 80, 82–83
downtrend, additional qualifiers for, 77
Elliott wave theory and, 69–70, 73–78
frequently asked questions, 83–84, 86–89
overview of, 69
Relative Strength Index and, 83–84, 86
settings, recommended, 89–90
trading using, 86–87
uptrend, additional qualifiers for, 76–77
D-Wave 1
bull market price projections, 78
requirements for, 74
D-Wave 2
bear market price projections, 82
bull market price projections, 78
requirements for, 74
D-Wave 3
bull market price projections, 78
requirements for, 74–75
D-Wave 4
bull market price projections, 78, 80
requirements for, 75
D-Wave 5
- bear market price projections, 82
- bull market price projections, 80
- downside target for, 83
- requirements for, 75
- upside target for, 80

D-Wave A, requirements for, 75
D-Wave B, requirements for, 76
D-Wave C
- bear market price projections, 82
- downside target for, 80
- requirements for, 76
- upside target for, 83

Elliott, Ralph Nelson, 70
Elliott wave theory
- Dow Theory compared to, 70–73
- TD D-Wave and, 69–70, 73–78
  - wave 1, 71
  - wave 2, 71
  - wave 3, 71
  - wave 4, 71–72
  - wave A, 73
  - wave B, 73
  - wave C, 73

Fibonacci numbers, 47, 54, 115

Handford, Martin, 171

KBW Bank Index (BKX Index), 179
Knox, Rick, 185

Lines
- Demand, 92, 94–97
- DeMark and, 91, 93–94, 96
  - overview of, 91–94
  - settings, recommended, 101–102
- Supply, 92–93, 97–101

Magnet Price, 103–105
Markets Advisory, 183

Moving Average I
- bearish, plotting, 147–148
- bullish, plotting, 146
- DeMark and, 145

other uses for, 148–149
overview of, 145–146
prospective bearish trend, to identify, 146–147
prospective bullish trend, to identify, 146
settings, recommended, 149

Moving Average II
- DeMark and, 145
  - overview of, 149–150
- Rate of Change (ROC) with, 150–151
  - moving averages
    - overview of, 145
    - TD Moving Average I, 145–149
    - TD Moving Average II, 145, 149–151

New Market Timing Techniques (DeMark), 181

New Science of Technical Analysis, The (DeMark), 69, 171, 181

On Balance Volume (OBV) indicator, 137–139

Open
- Buy Countdown requirements for, 26
- Sell Countdown requirements for, 38

oscillators
- overview of, 125–127
- Relative Strength Index (RSI), 6, 83–84, 86, 125
- TD Alignment, 141–143
- TD DeMarker I, 133–135
- TD DeMarker II, 135–137
- TD Pressure, 137–140
- TD Range Expansion Index (TD REL), 127–130, 132
- TD Rate of Change (TD ROC), 140

Points
- Demand, 92–93, 101
- DeMark and, 91
  - overview of, 91–93
- Supply, 91, 93, 101

POQ. See Price Oscillator Qualifier
Pressure
DeMark and, 137–139
On Balance Volume (OBV)
indicator, 137–139
overview of, 137
settings, recommended, 139
Price Flip
Bearish, 2
Bullish, 4
Price Oscillator Qualifier (POQ)
buy signal, to initiate a, 130
overview of, 129
sell signal, to trigger a, 130
Propulsion
advance, defining initial thrust level for, 122
Bloomberg terminal setting, 122
decline, defining initial thrust level for, 122
overview of, 121
settings, recommended, 123–124
Propulsion Down, 121, 122
Propulsion Down Target, 121
Propulsion Up, 121, 122
Propulsion Up Target, 121
Range Expansion Breakout (REBO)
daily price bars, to apply to, 158–160
DeMark and, 159
overview of, 157–158
Range Expansion Index (REI)
buy signal, to initiate a, 130
conditional formulas for, 130, 132
DeMark and, 127, 129
formula for, 128–129
overview of, 127
Price Oscillator Qualifier (POQ), 129–130
sell signal, to trigger a, 130
settings, recommended, 132
value, establishing a, 129
Range Projection
DeMark and, 153, 155
overview of, 153–154
scenarios and how to calculate them, 154–155, 157
Tolerance Level, 155, 157
Rate of Change (ROC)
formula for, 140
Moving Average II with, 150–151
overview of, 140
settings, recommended, 140
REBO. See Range Expansion Breakout
Recycle Qualifier
Buy Countdown, 22–23
Sell Countdown, 35
REI. See Range Expansion Index
Relative Retracements
downside break of a level, conditions for qualifying, 107–108
downside violations, scenarios for, 109
for functions other than price, 113–114
projecting, determining references for, 103–104
reversal/consolidation pattern, another, 109
settings, recommended, 108
short position, exiting a, 108
upside break of a level, conditions for invalidating, 107
upside violations, scenarios for, 109
validating a level, conditions for, 106–107
when not to use, 109–110
Relative Strength Index (RSI), 126
calculation for, 125
TD D-Wave and, 83–84, 86
TD Sequential and, 6
Retracement(s)
Absolute, 110, 113–114
Arc for, 111–114
DeMark and, 103, 105, 107, 109, 111–113
Magnet Price, 103–105
overview of, 103
Relative, 103–104, 106–110, 113–114
Retracement Arc
for downside retracements, 112
for functions other than price, 113–114
for upside retracements, 111
Reverse Differential
down arrow, conditions necessary
to produce, 167
overview of, 167
up arrow, conditions necessary to
produce, 169
Rina Systems, 49
Riolo, Guido, 183
ROC. See Rate of Change
RSI. See Relative Strength Index
Sell Countdown, Combo
less-strict version, requirements
for, 65
risk management for, 65–66
Sequential Sell Countdown
compared to, 63–64
strict version, requirements for,
64–65
Sell Countdown, Sequential
Camouflage, requirements for, 37
Cancellation Qualifier I, 34–35
Cancellation Qualifier II, 35
Clop, requirements for, 38
Clopwin, requirements for, 38
Combo Sell Countdown compared
to, 63–64
completing, 31, 33
frequently asked questions, 39–41
Open, requirements for, 38
overview of, 31
Recycle Qualifier, 35
requirement for, 31
risk management for, 39, 41
short position, entering a, 35–38
termination count for, 38–39
Trap, requirements for, 38
validation requirements of, 41
Sell Setup, Combo, requirement
for, 62
Sell Setup, Sequential
Aggressive Sequential, using, 58
Bullish Price Flip, 4
interruption of, 4–5
overview of, 4
“perfection” of, 14
Perl’s rules for, 16
risk management for, 17
trading using, 14, 16–17
Sequential
Aggressive, 58
Bloomberg terminal setting, 11
completion of first phase of, 4
conventional momentum indicators
versus, 6–8
Countdown, 17–29, 31, 33–41, 47,
49–52, 60, 63–64
DeMark and, 1, 12, 14, 20, 25, 26,
28, 33, 36, 47, 48
frequently asked questions, 46–52, 54
overview of, 1–2
Relative Strength Index and, 6
risk management for, 49
settings, recommended, 57–58
Setup, 2–9, 11–14, 16–20, 47,
51–52, 58
time frames, combining, 43–44
Setup, Combo
Buy, 59–60
overview of, 59
Sell, 62
Setup, Sequential
Bearish Price Flip, 2
Buy, 3–4, 9, 11–14, 58
Countdown versus, 17–20
frequently asked questions, 47,
51–52
optimal numbers for, 47
overview of, 2
Sell, 4–5, 14, 16–17, 58
Setup Trend, 5–9
Setup Trend, Sequential
confirmed trend extension and, 8–9
consolidation/reversal scenario, 6–8
overview of, 5–6
short-term indicators
TD Anti-Differential, 169–170
TD Differential, 165–166
TD Reverse Differential, 167, 169
Sorenson, Eugene, 185
Stendahl, David, 49
Supply Lines
break, calculating the objective for, 100
long position, exiting a, 100–101
long position, qualifier 1 for initiating fresh, 98–99
long position, qualifier 2 for initiating fresh, 99
long position, qualifier 3 for initiating fresh, 100
overview of, 92–93
qualifiers, 97–101
Supply Points, 91, 93, 101
Tan, Gregg, 183
TD Chat (Bloomberg Professional service), 183
DeMark and, 181
overview of, 181
TD Cursor Commentary (Bloomberg Professional service)
overview of, 181
using, 182
TD Re-Search (TDRS) (Bloomberg Professional service)
DeMark and, 185
overview of, 181–182
using, 183
Tengler, Doug, 185
Thomson Financial, 181
Tolerance Level
DeMark and, 155
downside, 155
upside, 155, 157
Toth, David, 20
TradeStation, 181
Trap
Buy Countdown requirements for, 26
Sell Countdown requirements for, 38
Trend Factor
bottom, determining a, 118
DeMark and, 115
frequently asked questions, 120
overview of, 115–116
top, determining a, 116, 118
USB FX Risk Index, 52, 114
components of, 179
USD Index, 43–44, 175
USDJPY, 175, 179–180
VIX, 114
Waldo Patterns
DeMark and, 171
overview of, 171
Waldo Pattern 2, 171–172
Waldo Pattern 3
downside price exhaustion, to identify near-term, 172
upside price exhaustion, to identify near-term, 172
Waldo Pattern 4
bottom, for a prospective, 172–173
top, for a prospective, 173
Waldo Pattern 5
bottom, for a prospective, 173
top, for a prospective, 173
Waldo Pattern 6
bottom, for a prospective, 173–174
top, for a prospective, 174
Waldo Pattern 7
bottom, for a prospective, 174
top, for a prospective, 174
Waldo Pattern 8
bottom, for a potential, 174
top, for a potential short-term, 174
Where's Wally? (Where's Waldo?)
Handford), 171
Wilder, Welles, 83
Yabroff, Stan, 185